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Whirlwind
WHRL-WND-2
Whirlwind is a heavy-duty double-sided wing sign for displaying indoor or 
outdoor graphics.  The unit has a wheeled, compact moulded base that can 
be filled with water or sand.  The snap frame poster holders make changing 
your message quick and easy.

dimensions

additional information

- Single or double-sided
- Quick and easy graphic changes
- Dual-spring design flexes to withstand  
  wind gusts
- Compact durable base can be filled with 
  water or sand for extra stability

features and benefits
- Integrated wheel set
- Front loading snap frames constructed from 
  aluminum and powder coated steel
- Padded base prevents wear and tear
 

Assembled Unit: 
44.125”(h) x 30.75”(w) x 19.5”(d) approx.
1120.775mm(h) x 781.05mm(w) x 495.3mm(d)

Weight:
23.8 lbs or 78.8 lbs filled with water
10.8kg or 35.7kg filled with water

Total graphic area:
23.375” (w) x 33.125”(h)
593.725mm(w) x 841.375mm(h)

Total visual area:
22.875”(w) x 32.5”(h)
581.025mm(w) x 825.5mm(h)

Hardware Graphic

Graphic Materials: opaque PVC, vinyl or scrim

Base holds 7.5 gallons of water

*For applications below 40 degrees 
ferinheight, please use sand in place of water.

Optional Case: OCFM

Shipping Dimensions: ships in 1 box
41”(l) x 27”(w) x 10”(h)
1041.4mm(l) x 685.8mm(w) x 254mm(h)

Approximate Shipping Weight (entire kit): 
35 lbs/15.9 kg

Shipping



Open the snap frame by lifting  
the edge up with your fingers

once you place the graphic in,  
snap the edges back down
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Set-up
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kit includes: poster frame,  
molded base, 2 bolts, 2 washers

slide the poster frame supports  
into the holes in the molded base

Secure the poster frame to the  
base using the bolts and washers

all four of the edges should open

the plug on top unscrews so  
that it is easy to fill with  

sand and water unit is complete


